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Abstract
Since the year 2000 the City of Toronto, Canada’s most populous
municipality, has mounted a sustained, high-profile campaign to ensure the
devolution of more powers and resources from its provincial and federal
counterparts. This campaign for a “New Deal” is unique in Canada in terms
of its scope and its achievements to date, which include new sources of
finance and new legislation that expands the City’s powers. The objective
of this paper is to explain the origins and achievements of Toronto’s
campaign. Even though the Toronto area is one of Canada’s most globally
integrated city-regions, the paper argues that the pressures of globalization
play only a supporting role in Toronto’s New Deal campaign. Working with
government documents and data from interviews with public officials, the
paper argues that the campaign and its achievements are best understood in
light of the particular dynamics of multilevel politics in Toronto. A major
provincial government initiative in 1998 to reform local governance in
Toronto inadvertently laid the foundation for the New Deal campaign by
creating a huge single municipality but not endowing it with adequate fiscal
resources. The achievements of the campaign have in turn depended on a
confluence of political leadership and support at multiple levels of
government, a condition that has proved difficult to sustain over time. The
analysis presented in this paper suggests that even in a globally integrated
city such as Toronto, the timing, dynamics and non-regionalist character of
a major governance reform campaign have been the products of a particular
confluence of multilevel politics within the domestic frame.
Keywords: Toronto, urban governance, multilevel governance, municipal
finance, regionalism, globalization.
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Governance Reform from Below: Multilevel
Politics and the ‘New Deal’ Campaign in
Toronto, Canada
I. Introduction: Explaining Toronto’s ‘New Deal’
campaign
Toronto, Canada’s largest urban area and the capital city of the province of
Ontario, has long been the object of top-down experiments in local
governance reform that have attracted international academic attention. In
1953 the Ontario provincial government established the Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto (Metro), a pioneering two-tier local governing
structure. As Frisken notes, “To a post-World War II generation of
American urbanists, the name Toronto signified both success and
possibility,” since the “creation of a federated form of metropolitan
government ... contrasted sharply with the many failures to reorganize
metropolitan area governance along similar lines in the United States”
(Frisken, 2001:513). In its early years, the Metro system was held up by
many North American academics as a model of successful urban organization. By the 1990s, however, Metro was subject to chronic infighting
between the two levels of local government, and there was little policy
coordination between Metro and the ring of rapidly growing suburban
municipalities that had sprung up outside its boundaries. In 1998, a
Conservative1 Ontario provincial government imposed a new—and very
controversial—set of structural reforms on Toronto. It amalgamated
Metropolitan Toronto’s seven constituent municipalities into a unified
1. Federal and provincial politics in Canada is marked by distinct but overlapping systems
of political parties. In recent years, there have been four major federal political parties: the
centrist Liberal Party, the right-wing Conservative Party, the left-wing New Democratic
Party, and a Quebec nationalist party, the Bloc Quebecois. The Ontario provincial political
scene is dominated by the first three of these four parties (although the name of the rightwing party is somewhat different at the provincial level, where it is called the Progressive
Conservative Party). Most municipal political systems in Canada—including that in
Toronto—are formally non-partisan, although the influence of federal and provincial parties
is sometimes felt through informal alliances with local politicians.
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central City of Toronto, while leaving the outer suburbs politically
autonomous from the central city.2 With 2.5 million residents, the new City3
is by far Canada’s most populous municipality, yet it contains only half of
the overall population of the rapidly growing Toronto city-region, usually
referred to as the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).4
In the wake of the 1998 reforms, there has been yet another major
push for governance reform in Toronto. In contrast with previous efforts, it
has focused on reforming municipal powers and finances, rather than on
changing municipal boundaries; and it has been driven ‘from below’ by the
new City of Toronto itself, rather than being imposed by the provincial
government. Since the year 2000, the City has mounted a sustained
campaign to secure what it calls a ‘New Deal’ with the province of Ontario
and with the Canadian federal government.5 The New Deal campaign
demands that the City of Toronto receive “power, money and respect”: that
is, greater legislative authority, increased fiscal resources, and inclusion in
provincial and federal policy processes regarding municipal and urban
matters (City of Toronto, 2005a:1). Toronto’s bottom-up campaign for
governance reform is unprecedented in Canada in terms of its scope,
sustained character and visibility. As we will see in section II of this paper,
fiscal and policy pressures have recently led a number of urban municipalities in Canada to lobby for more powers and resources, yet no other
Canadian city has mounted a comprehensive campaign comparable to
Toronto’s. Toronto’s campaign is also unique in terms of its achievements.
The City has not met all of its New Deal goals to date, but the list of
accomplishments is nonetheless impressive: Between 2003 and 2006,
Toronto’s efforts helped the City to secure more than $400 million a year in
new intergovernmental fiscal transfers, a new City of Toronto Act that
significantly expands the City’s powers and revenue raising options, and the
City’s inclusion as a partner in key multilevel policy processes, including
the allocation of federal and provincial infrastructure funding.

2. This reform initiative, and the reorganization of provincial-municipal funding
responsibilities that accompanied it, are discussed further in section III of this paper.
3. In this paper, the capitalized term ‘City’ is used as a synonym for ‘municipality’,
distinct from the ‘city’ as an urban form.
4. The political boundaries of local governments in the GTA are shown in Figure 1.
5. Canada is a federation composed of ten provinces and three territories. The provinces in
particular have significant fiscal and legislative autonomy from the federal centre, and have
constitutionally entrenched authority over municipalities, as discussed further in section II.
2
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What factors explain the emergence and the achievements of
Toronto’s municipal campaign for governance reform? These questions are
the focus of this paper.6 The paper begins by situating Canadian
municipalities in their federal context, and briefly reviewing the recent
history of municipal governance reform in Canada (section II). In
comparison with municipalities in most other industrialized countries,
Canadian municipalities have a weak intergovernmental position, as they
have no constitutional standing and can be reformed at will by provincial
governments. In the late 1990s, a number of cash-strapped provincial
governments enacted municipal reforms that placed considerable fiscal
stress on municipalities. In the wake of these reforms, some large urban
municipalities banded together to lobby the federal government for cash
transfers. Nevertheless, Toronto remains the only Canadian municipality
that has mounted a comprehensive, bottom-up campaign to strengthen its
own intergovernmental position by securing more powers and resources
from its provincial and federal counterparts.
In recent years, the Greater Toronto Area has experienced the rapid
globalization of both its economy and (through immigration) of its sociocultural make-up. Section III of the paper briefly examines how these
changes have influenced Toronto’s unique New Deal campaign. The local
effects of globalization have increased the economic importance of the
GTA and have produced new policy challenges for its municipalities, and
this has in turn provided a number of justifications for the City’s New Deal
demands. However, the City of Toronto is by no means alone among
Canadian or Toronto-area municipalities in experiencing the impacts of
globalization. Focusing on the impacts of globalization does not explain
why Toronto alone among Canadian municipalities has launched a
comprehensive governance reform campaign, or why the campaign
emphasizes differences between Toronto and the suburban municipalities
that surround it rather than the common challenges that the GTA city-region
faces. We thus have to look beyond the impact of globalization to fully
understand Toronto’s campaign.

6. The material on which this paper is based includes documentary and media evidence, as
well as insights derived from 18 personal interviews. Interview subjects included City of
Toronto and Ontario provincial administrators, politicians and political aides, leaders of
societal interest groups, and observers of municipal politics. Interview subjects are not cited
by name in order to preserve confidentiality; information from interviews is referenced in the
text with the letters PI (personal interview).
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Sections IV and V develop an explanation for the origins of the New
Deal campaign that accounts for its unique and non-regional character. This
explanation focuses on the unintended consequences of the governance
reforms imposed by the Ontario provincial government in 1998. In addition
to amalgamating Metropolitan Toronto into a single City of Toronto, these
reforms realigned the balance of provincial and municipal service responsibilities across Ontario in a way that loaded major costs onto the new City.
Together, amalgamation and services realignment enhanced Toronto’s
weight on the intergovernmental stage while simultaneously creating a
sense of crisis in the new City. The conjunction of these two factors in turn
laid the foundation for the emergence of the New Deal campaign. By producing a single municipality with a large voting population and by creating
a powerful new institutional locus for politics, amalgamation increased
Toronto’s potential clout in intergovernmental affairs. At the same time,
services realignment deepened pre-existing differences in cost structure between the City and the surrounding suburbs, in the process creating a fiscal
crisis in the new City; and the unilateral manner in which both reforms were
imposed spurred local societal actors to mobilize in favour of stronger
municipal autonomy for the City of Toronto. Section VI examines how
these same factors also worked to undermine a nascent push for GTA-wide
governance reform around the year 2000, and helped to ensure instead that
Toronto’s New Deal campaign would assume a non-regionalist character.
Sections VII and VIII review the evolution and achievements of
Toronto’s New Deal campaign between 2000 and 2006. The evidence suggests that the considerable achievements of the City’s New Deal campaign
—almost all of which came after 2003—were made possible by a confluence of supportive political leadership at all three levels of government.
Until 2003 unresponsive provincial and federal governments, as well as
inconsistent leadership by Toronto’s Mayor, hampered the City’s efforts. In
late 2003, however, Toronto elected a new Mayor, David Miller, who
placed the New Deal campaign at the centre of his governing agenda. At the
same time, both the provincial and the federal governments came under the
leadership of individuals who endorsed some of the City’s New Deal goals
as a way of bolstering their own political fortunes. In the wake of this trilevel leadership change, the City was able to secure a great deal in a short
span of time, including significant new funding sources and a new, standalone City of Toronto Act. Section IX then reviews the progress of
Toronto’s campaign into 2007. Under David Miller’s leadership, the City
has continued to press for further governance reform, primarily on the fin4
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ancial front. The advent of a Conservative federal government in February
2006 dampened federal support for the City’s governance reform goals, but
at the provincial level, the City’s significance in the 2007 election campaign
has continued to produce dividends for the City’s lobbying efforts.
The concluding section of this paper briefly explores some broader
implications of the analysis. First, the account of the New Deal campaign
presented here suggests that even in a large, globally integrated city such as
Toronto, the actual dynamics of governance reform may be shaped more by
the interplay of political factors that operate at multiple scales within one
country than by the direct local impacts of globalization. Second, because
Toronto’s campaign has resulted from a specific—and rather uncommon—
set of multilevel political conditions, it is unlikely that other Canadian cities
will roll out similarly ambitious governance reform efforts in the near
future. Finally, this study of Toronto’s New Deal campaign illustrates the
many political obstacles that regionalism may face, even in a globalized
city-region. However, it also suggests that Toronto has now begun to
encounter the political and functional limitations of its non-regional
approach to governance reform. In the longer run, a large central-city municipality seeking more powers and resources must engage systematically
with its regional context in order to build a sustainable foundation for
enhanced municipal autonomy.

II. Canadian federalism, municipal interests, and
governance reform
Municipalities have long been seen as minor players in the Canadian federal
system. Whereas the federal and provincial levels of government have
constitutionally entrenched status, municipalities do not. Instead, municipal
government in Canada falls within the provincial sphere of jurisdiction, and
all aspects of municipal governance—including local finances, the scope of
municipal powers,7 and governmental structure—are subject to provincial
authority. In practice, the extent to which local governance reform has been
provincially imposed varies by province. Whereas a number of provinces—
including Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia and New Brunswick—have
periodically imposed major changes without municipal consent, the western
7. Because Canadian municipalities fall under provincial jurisdiction, local finance
systems and the scope of municipal policy responsibilities vary somewhat from one province
to another. These issues are discussed with specific reference to Ontario in section IV.
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provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan have been
inclined to let municipalities have a say in reforms (Tindal and Tindal,
2004:141). Nevertheless, even in these cases, provincial governments
remain the ultimate arbiters of local governance reform.
Given their weak formal position in the federal system, Canadian
municipalities have historically tended to adopt a passive or reactive
position in their relationships with other levels of government. In 1994,
Frances Frisken observed that “most Canadian municipalities tend to use
their powers primarily to protect themselves from the impacts of change,
not to accommodate or manage it” (Frisken cited in Siegel, 2006:195). In
the late 1990s, an onslaught of imposed governance reforms in several provinces further put municipalities on the defensive. At this time, provincial
governments faced a fiscal squeeze, occasioned in part by major cuts to
federal transfer payments. In many cases, provinces in turn slashed their
transfer payments to municipalities. Between 1995 and 2001, transfers as a
proportion of local government revenues in Canada declined rapidly, from
26 per cent to 16 per cent (Statistics Canada, 2006). The cuts significantly
strained municipal finances, since local revenue options remained largely
restricted to property taxes and local user fees for municipal services. On
the jurisdictional front, two provinces—Nova Scotia and Ontario—instituted a major realignment of provincial and municipal service delivery
responsibilities in the late 1990s (Garcea and LeSage, 2005:12-13).
However, in neither case did the realignment bolster the fiscal position of
municipalities. Finally, the second half of the 1990s also saw major local
government amalgamation initiatives in Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec.
The rationale behind the amalgamations varied widely from one province to
another. Nevertheless, all were implemented through the autonomous
initiative of the provincial government, often in the face of major local
opposition (Sancton, 2006).8
After 2000, the wave of imposed governance reform subsided. Most
provincial governments no longer faced an acute fiscal squeeze. Between
1995 and 2001, nominal provincial government revenues increased by 30
per cent; local government revenues, by contrast, increased by only 14 per
cent (Tindal and Tindal, 2004:222; see also Kitchen and Slack, 2003). It
was clear that municipal governments had little more capacity for absorbing
new costs. Furthermore, in Quebec and Ontario provincial governments
8. Ontario’s local services realignment and amalgamation initiatives will be discussed at
length with reference to Toronto in section IV.
6
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bruised by battles over amalgamation lost their appetite for structural
reform. That said, most provincial governments had limited interest in
addressing the problems caused for municipalities by the 1990s reforms.
Indeed, the period between 2001 and 2004 saw fairly little change to
municipal governance systems in Canada. In fiscal terms, the nationwide
decline in transfer payments to municipalities stopped in 2001, but it was
not reversed (Statistics Canada, 2006). On the jurisdictional front, British
Columbia, Saskatchewan and Ontario broadened the scope of municipal
authority, but the changes were of relatively minor consequence (Garcea
and LeSage, 2005). Major reform of municipal governance systems only reemerged in 2004 in Quebec, where a new provincial government followed
through on a promise to allow referendums on undoing amalgamations, and
in Ontario, where—as we will discuss at length later on—a new provincial
government began to respond to the City of Toronto’s demands.
Immediately after the year 2000, in the absence of much provincial
sympathy, municipal advocates turned to the federal government to redress
some of the fiscal fallout of the 1990s reforms. While it has no constitutional authority over municipalities, the federal government can influence
municipal finances through its spending. In 2001 and 2002, academics and
policy institutes began to produce studies that highlighted the fiscal needs
of Canadian municipalities, often with a special focus on large cities (see
Berdahl and Sapergia, 2001; Bradford, 2002). A number of studies highlighted the contrast between the dominant economic and demographic
position of large Canadian cities and their deepening social and infrastructure problems, problems that included rising poverty and the deterioration of basic municipal infrastructure such as roads, public transit
systems, and recreational facilities (Bradford, 2002:8-13).
These studies helped to inspire and legitimize a wave of federal-level
lobbying led by large urban municipalities. The Federation of Canadian
Municipalities’ 22-member Big City Mayors Caucus began demanding that
the federal government engage with urban concerns by committing to longterm funding for urban infrastructure and social needs (Federation of
Canadian Municipalities, 2001). In addition, in 2001 the mayors of
Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and Calgary created a new
federal lobbying group, the “C5” (Immen, 2001). As discussed later in the
paper, the City of Toronto played a pivotal role in building these federal
lobbying alliances. The federal Liberal9 government of Prime Minister Jean
9.

See note 1 for an overview of Canada’s political party system.
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Chretien initially showed little enthusiasm for meeting the funding demands
of cities. However, facing strong public and political pressure, Chretien
established a Caucus Task Force on Urban Issues in 2001. The Task Force’s
report, published in 2002, in turn prompted a modest increase in federal
infrastructure funding for cities. More significantly, as explained in section
VI, the municipal lobbying drive convinced aspiring federal Liberal leader
Paul Martin that federal funding for cities was politically attractive. When
Martin took over the Prime Minister’s post at the end of 2003, he began to
implement a federal “New Deal for cities” that resulted in substantial
federal funds being channelled to Canadian municipalities, and urban
municipalities in particular.10
Despite the recent achievements of collective federal-level lobbying,
on an individual basis most Canadian municipalities have remained largely
passive or reactive in their dealings with other levels of government. At the
federal level, this is partly due to the fact that few individual municipalities
have sufficient clout to have much policy impact. At the provincial level, a
long history of municipal subordination and the reluctance of most
provincial governments to embark on major reforms in recent years have
contributed to continued municipal passivity. Writing about Ontario, for
instance, David Siegel argues that municipal councillors are “comfortable
with possessing limited powers and being able to blame the province ... for
problems or missed opportunities” (Siegel, 2006:194). There are some
exceptions to this trend, especially among large urban municipalities.
Nevertheless, even municipalities that have actively pressed for their
interests at other levels of government have tended to focus on specific
goals in individual policy areas (see for example Urbaniak, 2006). To date,
only Toronto has mounted a major, sustained campaign for governance
reform aimed at improving its own intergovernmental position. The closest
analogue to Toronto’s campaign can be found in Winnipeg, which under
the energetic leadership of former (1998-2004) mayor Glen Murray secured
a new City Charter from the provincial government, and (unsuccessfully)
pressed the province for new sources of finance (Leo and Piel, 2005). Yet
even Winnipeg’s campaign was limited in scope and duration compared to
Toronto’s. How, then, can the rise of Toronto’s New Deal campaign be
explained? The next section explores the role that globalization and its local
impacts may have played.

10. These initiatives are discussed further in section VIII.
8
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III. Globalization and governance reform in Toronto
In recent years, many analysts have emphasized the role that globalization
and its local effects have played in driving urban governance reform in
major cities around the world. A review of this large body of writing is
beyond the scope of this paper, but two dominant lines of reasoning are
worth noting here: One suggests that globalization increases the relative
economic importance of large cities, which, in turn, creates pressure for the
decentralization of political power to the local level (see, e.g., Swyngedouw
1997); the other argues that global economic competition spurs urban
governance reform at the city-regional scale, aimed at enhancing the competitiveness of cities on the global stage (see, e.g., Brenner, 2003). In recent
years, the internationalization of Toronto’s local economy and society have
enhanced the City’s economic clout and have produced a number of new
local economic and social policy challenges; these factors have in turn been
used by some supporters of the City’s New Deal campaign as justifications
for the necessity and urgency of governance reform. As we shall see, however, the local impacts of globalization cannot fully explain why Toronto
alone among Canadian municipalities has launched such a campaign, why
the campaign emerged when it did, and why it took a non-regionalist form.
Located in southern Ontario, less than 150 kilometres from the nearest
border with the US, Toronto has rapidly reoriented its economy outward—
especially towards the US, but also beyond—since the signing of the
Canada–US Free Trade Agreement (1988) and its successor, the North
American Free Trade Agreement (1994) (Courchene, 1999). Today, the
Toronto area is probably Canada’s leading candidate for ‘global city’ status.
The GTA, with a population of 5.6 million (Statistics Canada, 2007b), holds
a disproportionate share of Canada’s employment in internationalized
sectors of the economy, such as finance and research, and it leads Canadian
city-regions in terms of transnational economic connections. A major effort
to measure global connections in 315 cities around the world recently
ranked Toronto 10th in terms of the presence of transnational service firms
such as banks and management consultants, placing it ahead of other large
Canadian cities such as Montreal (47th) and Vancouver (65th) (Taylor, n.d.).
The GTA also receives about half of Canada’s annual immigration, which
has in recent years made it the most ethnically diverse city-region in the
country.
Globalization has contributed to the growing economic significance of
the GTA within Canada, as it has done for other large city-regions in the
country. As a number of city-regions across Canada have reoriented their
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economies beyond the country’s borders, they have also acted as magnets
for internal migration and international immigration, and have captured
steadily increasing shares of the country’s GDP (Brender and Lefebvre,
2006:3-5). At the same time, the global integration of the GTA economy
has produced a range of new policy pressures on local governments in the
GTA. For example, the GTA’s municipalities increasingly compete with
local governments in other countries for international investment in sectors
ranging from research and finance to film production and high-tech manufacturing; meanwhile, the arrival of some 100,000 new immigrants each
year in the GTA has significant implications for the way in which local
government services are delivered in areas ranging from education and
welfare to libraries and recreation (Toronto City Summit Alliance, 2003).
Together, the increased economic clout of the GTA and the emergence
of new economic and service delivery pressures on its local governments
have been used as justifications by some of those calling for a “New Deal”
for the City. For example, in an influential 2002 report, the Toronto
Dominion Bank’s economic research unit justified its call for stronger fiscal
resources for municipalities in the GTA by noting that the region is “a
global heavyweight, which competes with some 300 other global cityregions around the world” (TD Economics, 2002:i). In a 2005 position
paper, the City of Toronto itself argued that “without a New Deal, it is
difficult for Toronto to compete on Ontario and Canada’s behalf with other
cities internationally for capital, immigrants, investment, R&D, tourists and
more” (City of Toronto, 2005a). Some academics have also joined these
calls. For instance, Courchene (2006) argues that local government in the
Toronto area needs a stronger fiscal base and more policy autonomy in
order to succeed as a ‘global city-region’.
The local economic and policy consequences of global integration
have thus added a sense of urgency to calls for urban governance reform in
Toronto. Nevertheless, there are at least three reasons why the local
consequences of globalization cannot by themselves account for the City of
Toronto’s governance reform campaign and its achievements. First, the City
is not alone among Canadian municipalities in experiencing the local
effects of globalization, which have also been profoundly felt in municipalities such as Vancouver and Montreal. Furthermore, as we saw above, the
impacts of globalization are not limited to the City of Toronto, but have
been experienced across the GTA (Courchene, 2006). Indeed, the
economies and societies of the GTA’s outer suburbs have been as
profoundly affected by global integration as those of the City itself. If
10
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Toronto’s governance reform campaign were driven primarily by the local
consequences of globalization, we might expect municipalities such as
Vancouver, Montreal, or the Toronto suburbs of Mississauga and Brampton
to pursue broadly analogous governance reform campaigns of their own.
They have not done so.
Second, much recent writing on globalization and cities maintains that
the functional integration of city-regions in a globalized economy is leading
to regional-level ‘state rescaling’—the emergence of new governing forms
at the scale of the city-region (Brenner, 2003). The Greater Toronto Area
clearly operates as a single functional unit on the global economic stage,
and a number of writers have argued that it might thus benefit from
increased region-wide governing coordination (TD Economics, 2002;
Courchene, 2006). Yet, for reasons that are explored in detail in sections IV
to VI, Toronto’s campaign for a New Deal has been decidedly nonregionalist in character; indeed, it is largely premised on the argument that
Toronto faces policy and cost pressures that are different from those faced
by the suburban municipalities that surround it.
Finally, focusing on the global-local nexus does not fully explain the
timing of the New Deal campaign’s emergence and achievements. As
Courchene demonstrates, the Toronto area’s reorientation towards the
global economy occurred largely in the 1990s, and was accompanied by a
deep recession that severely strained the fiscal resources of the GTA’s local
governments (Courchene, 1999). Yet the City of Toronto did not begin
lobbying for more powers and resources until around the year 2000, well
after economic growth in the GTA had recovered. Furthermore, the City
achieved little in its governance reform campaign until the end of 2003, but
between 2004 and 2006, Toronto’s New Deal campaign scored a remarkable series of victories at both the federal and the provincial levels of
government. Over the last year or so the pattern has changed again: The
City has had little to show for its lobbying efforts at the federal level, but at
the provincial level, Toronto has successfully extracted a series of promises
for more financial support.
While the local effects of globalization in the GTA are very real, and
have been used to buttress calls for governance reform in Toronto, we thus
need to look beyond them in order to develop a satisfying account of the
origins and achievements of the New Deal campaign. In doing so, this
paper will follow the lead of some recent work on comparative urban
politics, which moves away from seeing urban political outcomes as solely
the product of interacting global and local forces, and instead pays attention
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to the interaction of causal variables at multiple spatial scales (Brenner,
2003; Sellers, 2005; Kantor, 2006). As Sellers notes, “multilevel accounts
of cities and their contexts must move beyond rhetoric about the globallocal nexus to grapple with the national institutions, economies, and
cultures within which urban regions and their politics continue to nest.”
(Sellers, 2005:441). Urban political processes are deeply influenced by a
complex of governmental arrangements, legal frameworks, fiscal relations
and political relations that populate the space between the local and the
global. As we will see in the next two sections, it is by paying attention to
the place-specific interaction of local, provincial and federal politics that we
can best explain the origins of Toronto’s New Deal campaign.

IV. Amalgamation and the birth of a new City of Toronto
Toronto’s steady population growth since World War II has been
accompanied by the constant geographical expansion of the urban area,
which has in turn repeatedly produced pressure to restructure local
government boundaries. In 1953, the provincial government created the
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, a two-tier federation with thirteen
(later grouped into six) lower-tier governing units. Over the next four
decades, the Metro government bound the growing city into a functionally
seamless whole, with minimal socio-economic and service inequalities
among constituent municipalities (Frisken and others, 1997:35-44). In the
1970s, however, growth shifted outside Metro’s boundaries, to the so-called
“905” region of outer suburbs surrounding it.11 By 1991 the 905 region,
organized into four two-tier local government federations, had a population
nearly equal to that of Metro. As a result, many of the coordination and
equity issues that Metro had been designed to address re-emerged at a
broader spatial scale. Metro increasingly took on the characteristics of a
mature city with big-city costs, which encouraged some businesses to
relocate to the 905 region, where municipalities tended to have lower
business property taxes. Facing mounting fiscal pressures, Metro itself was
increasingly plagued by infighting between its upper and lower tiers.
By the 1990s, the local governance system in the Greater Toronto
Area appeared ripe for a new round of structural reform. In 1995, the
provincial New Democratic Party government commissioned a report on
11. “905” refers to the telephone area code in this region. See Figure 1, p. 15, which situates
the “905” region in relation to the City of Toronto itself.
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GTA governance, which, however, would report only after the 1995 provincial election. This election resulted in a landslide win for the Progressive
Conservative Party under Mike Harris, who ran on a radical platform of a
30 percent income tax cut and elimination of the burgeoning provincial
budget deficit (Ibbitson, 1997: Chapter 3). Soon after the Harris government took office, the GTA governance commission issued its recommendations, which included a GTA-wide upper tier of local government.
This idea provoked fierce opposition from the low-tax 905 municipalities,
where most voters supported the provincial Progressive Conservatives.
The provincial reform plan for Toronto, announced in December 1996,
bore little relation to the recommendations of the GTA commission. Instead
of introducing region-wide coordinating structures it retained the status quo
of two-tier local government in the 905 area, and proposed amalgamating
Metropolitan Toronto and its six constituent municipalities into a single
City of Toronto with 2.4 million people. As it happened, this move was the
opening salvo in a three-year, province-wide initiative to reduce the number
of municipalities in Ontario through amalgamations. The main provincial
rationale in the Toronto case, as in later cases, was that amalgamation
would reduce “waste and duplication” in municipal services. The Ministry
of Municipal Affairs and Housing initially claimed that in Toronto alone,
amalgamation would lead to savings of $363 million a year (Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing, 1996).
The purported savings notwithstanding, the amalgamation plan
provoked opposition from many local politicians and residents in Metro
Toronto, opposition that only intensified when the provincial government
announced a second reform initiative in January 1997—a province-wide
Local Services Realignment (LSR) plan to alter provincial-municipal
service responsibilities. Like their counterparts elsewhere in Canada,
Ontario’s local governments are responsible for administering public
education. Until 1998, they shared funding responsibility in this field
equally with the provincial government. In addition, Ontario’s local governments are responsible for delivering a number of social services, which
until 1998 were largely provincially funded. The LSR plan transferred the
majority of costs for public education to the province, while downloading
full or partial costs for social housing, social assistance, public transit, child
care, and long-term care to municipalities (Ibbitson, 1997:239). Many of the
downloaded services were heavily in demand in Metro, and initial estimates
suggested that LSR threatened to cost Metro taxpayers $390 million a year
(Bossons, 1997).
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Although the provincial government tried to keep amalgamation
conceptually separate from LSR, the initiatives came to be seen by many in
Toronto as a two-pronged attack on the city by a provincial government
rooted in a suburban and small-town support base. A local citizens’ group
called Citizens for Local Democracy rallied societal opposition to amalgamation and LSR by organizing marches, media events, and demonstrations with up to 9,000 participants.12 In March 1997, Metro’s lower tier
municipalities organized plebiscites that delivered a 76 percent vote against
amalgamation (Horak, 1998:1). Nonetheless, the provincial government
invoked its constitutional prerogative and forged ahead with amalgamation
and LSR.
On 1 January 1998, Metropolitan Toronto and its constituent municipalities were replaced by a single City of Toronto (see Figure 1). Like its
predecessors, the new City had a council-committee system of government.
The Council had 56 councillors elected by ward (reduced to 44 in 2001).
Despite its large size, the Council retained the near-universal Canadian
practice of non-partisan municipal government, in which councillors sit as
independents. The mayor was directly elected at-large, but had no
significant powers of his own. Size aside, Toronto remained a standard
Ontario municipality, its policymaking powers tightly circumscribed by the
province and its autonomous sources of revenue limited to property taxes,
user fees, and borrowing for capital costs.
Between 1998 and 2003 the new City was headed by Mayor Mel
Lastman, a plain-spoken populist and self-made millionaire businessman
who had previously served several terms as mayor of North York, one of
Metro Toronto’s constituent municipalities. During his first three-year term
as mayor of Toronto, Lastman presided over a municipality in crisis.
Integrating the organizations and services of seven large municipalities into
one was a hugely complicated process. The amalgamation savings predicted
by the provincial government soon vanished, since there was pressure to
harmonize both municipal employee contracts and levels of service
upwards (Slack, 2001). Furthermore, amalgamation produced one-time
costs totalling anywhere from $153 million to $275 million (estimates vary)
(Slack, 2001:24; City of Toronto, 2001), and LSR saddled the new City
with almost $300 million in new costs per year.13 Since Lastman had
promised a three-year property tax freeze starting in 1998, the City
12. For detailed discussion of the C4LD movement, see Horak, 1998 and Boudreau, 2000.
13. This is discussed further in section V.
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Figure 1. The Greater Toronto Area—Political Boundaries Since 1998

Notes: The area labelled “City of Toronto” covers the area of the former Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, amalgamated in 1998. The remaining municipalities
marked on the map comprise the so-called “905” region of outer suburbs that
surround the new City of Toronto. The outer suburbs are divided into four two-tier
municipal federations: Halton, Peel, York and Durham. Each of these federations
contains several lower-tier municipalities, labelled in small print.
Source: adapted and redrawn from Greater Toronto Marketing Alliance, 2007.

balanced the books through a combination of selective spending cuts,
borrowing for capital costs and spending from reserve funds, supplemented
by occasional ad hoc provincial assistance (City of Toronto, 2005b:45).
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The internal structure of the new City made dealing with organizational and fiscal stresses all the more difficult. Provincial legislation did not
allow the City Council to delegate decision-making, which meant that
Council agendas were hopelessly overloaded. In 2002, for example,
councillors considered 1,000 bills and 3,600 committee motions (Bellamy,
2005: Vol 2:16). In a non-partisan system, new coalitions had to be forged
on every major issue, hampering the Council’s ability to set strategic
directions. Mayor Lastman himself proved to be rather out of his depth in
this setting, although he did eventually build a working coalition of
supporters in the City Council and, facing no credible competitor, was
elected to a second three-year term in November 2000. However, during his
second term his popularity declined dramatically, and his sometimes
outrageous public pronouncements made him the target of ridicule in the
media. The full extent of the crisis and confusion that gripped the City in
the first years after amalgamation became clear in 2001, when an $80
million corruption scandal involving the leasing of municipal computers
came to light. The scandal became the subject of a full-scale judicial
inquiry, whose 2005 report told of a municipality in which decision-making
overload and unclear lines of accountability had allowed a handful of
corrupt administrators and politicians to manipulate major public tender
processes for their own gain (Bellamy, 2005).

V. Amalgamation, services realignment and the roots of
the New Deal campaign
During the first three or four years of its existence, the new City of Toronto
struggled with the very basics of keeping the governing machinery running.
It appeared to be in a poor position to launch a comprehensive governance
reform campaign. Nonetheless, in a number of ways amalgamation and
LSR inadvertently laid the foundations for the City’s later New Deal
campaign. First, amalgamation created a City with a huge population,
increasing Toronto’s potential clout with other levels of government.
Second, the new municipality became a powerful institutional locus for
politics. It attracted increased attention from local civil society and the
provincial government, and it brought the strong intergovernmental
relations expertise inherited from the old Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto under a unified municipal roof. Third, amalgamation and LSR
highlighted and accentuated the differences in municipal cost structure
between Toronto and the 905 region, providing a clear fiscal focus for a
16
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governance reform campaign. Finally, amalgamation left a residue of elite
and popular resentment towards the provincial government that galvanized
societal support for the idea of increasing local government autonomy.
One of the most striking features of amalgamation in Toronto is that it
created a unified municipality whose population size was unprecedented in
Canada. In 2006 the City of Toronto had 2.5 million residents, as compared
with 1.6 million in Canada’s next largest municipality, Montreal. The City’s
political leaders often argue that Toronto’s population means that other
levels of government can ill afford to ignore its interests (Byers, 2006).
While there is no denying that the wishes of 2.5 million people are difficult
for the provincial or federal governments to disregard, population itself has
not automatically translated into intergovernmental influence for the City,
for three reasons. First, provincial or federal moves intended to please
Toronto constituents may not always advance the corporate goals of the
City of Toronto. Second, Toronto’s economic and cultural dominance
makes it an object of considerable resentment in the rest of Ontario and
Canada. Any moves by other levels of government to please Toronto
residents must thus be weighed carefully against the prospect of displeasing
those who live elsewhere. As one administrator interviewed for this project
put it when discussing infrastructure funding decisions: “[It’s] that lovely
Ontario politics conundrum that we have, where [the provincial government] has to prove that it’s not favouring the city” (PI).
Finally, other levels of government are most likely to pay attention to
the concerns of Toronto residents when Toronto electoral districts are
strategically important in elections, which has not always been the case.
Toronto representatives comprise 20 per cent of all members of the provincial legislature, and 7 per cent of all members of the federal parliament.
Federally, however, the Liberal party has had a lock on most Toronto seats
since 1993 and appears to be in little danger of losing its dominant position
soon. As long as this state of affairs remains, Toronto votes remain of
minimal strategic importance at the federal level.14 At the provincial level,
Toronto votes were likewise seen as unimportant by the Progressive
Conservatives who governed between 1995 and 2003, since the party had
few Toronto seats and viewed its rural and suburban support as key.
14. Between 1993 and 2004, Liberals held all electoral districts in Toronto. Since then, the
Liberals have lost three seats to the left-leaning New Democratic Party. However, they still
hold 18 of 21 federal seats in the City; most of these were won by huge margins in the last
federal election in 2006 (Elections Canada, 2007).
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However, as we will see later on, in both 2003 and 2007 elections Toronto
became a battleground in provincial elections, and its many seats ensured
that the City’s calls for governance reform carried considerable weight in
the election campaigns.
Population aside, amalgamation created a huge new unit of
government. With a 2006 operating budget of $7.6 billion and 45,000
employees (City of Toronto, 2007a), the City is the sixth largest unit of
government in Canada. As we saw above, at first this size seemed to be, if
anything, a liability for policymaking. Yet it nonetheless made the City a
powerful institutional locus for politics. A recent study notes that “given its
size and scope, the new city attracts the attention of powerful organizations
in Canada to a greater extent than [the municipalities in the Metro
federation] did in the past” (Good, 2006:325). In addition, as an aide to
former Toronto Mayor Mel Lastman pointed out, “The City had a five
billion dollar budget and managed all kinds of downloaded social services,
so it was impossible for the province to ignore it—[provincial officials]
might reject the City’s demands, but they had to at least pay attention” (PI).
This huge new municipal unit also brought together under one roof a
strong group of intergovernmental relations administrators. Prior to
amalgamation, most dealings with the provincial government had taken
place at the Metro level. Over the years, Metro had developed a strong
intergovernmental relations capacity. However, Metro’s interactions with
the provincial government were perennially hampered by conflict with the
lower tier municipalities (PI). The amalgamated City of Toronto inherited
the intergovernmental relations expertise of Metro, while doing away with
the conflict between upper and lower tiers. In 2001 the City moved further
to strengthen its intergovernmental relations capacity. Toronto’s Chief
Administrator’s Office was reorganized to include a dedicated
intergovernmental relations unit with six full-time staff members (PI). As
we will see in the next section, this unit facilitated focused policy support to
the development and execution of Toronto’s New Deal campaign.
By producing a single municipality with a huge voting population and
by creating a powerful new institutional locus for politics, amalgamation
thus increased Toronto’s potential clout in demanding a New Deal from
other levels of government. At the same time, the dual trauma of
amalgamation and downloading also provided much of the impetus for the
New Deal campaign. The first way in which it did so was by accentuating
and highlighting differences in the overall municipal costs between the City
of Toronto and the surrounding 905-area municipalities.
18
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By the late 1990s Toronto had developed a number of characteristics
that distinguished it from municipalities in the 905 region. As a mature
urban area, Toronto had an aging public infrastructure in need of maintenance and repair.15 This infrastructure included the largest public transit
system in Canada, which accounted for 90 per cent of all public transit trips
taken in the GTA (Toronto Transit Commission, 2002), as well as 90,000
units of subsidized housing, representing more than 70 per cent of the GTA
total (City of Toronto, 2006). Furthermore, although Toronto’s concentration of businesses ensured that its per capita GDP was above that of the
905 region, the city also concentrated social need. As of 2001, Toronto—
with 49 per cent of the Greater Toronto Area’s overall population—was
home to 71 per cent of the GTA’s low income families, 75 per cent of
households on social assistance, and 67 per cent of the region’s recently
arrived immigrants (City of Toronto, 2005b:35-36).
By increasing municipal funding responsibility in the very areas of
service that were in high demand in the new City of Toronto—public
transit, social housing and social assistance—the Local Services Realignment of 1998 accentuated differences in municipal costs between the new
City and other Ontario municipalities, including the 905-area suburbs. In
2002, for example, the City of Toronto spent 15.1 per cent of its budget on
public transit and 7.4 per cent on social housing, as opposed to provincewide averages of 7.4 per cent and 6.6 per cent (Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing, 2007). The provincial government cushioned the
impact of LSR on the new City by mandating tax pooling across the GTA
for social housing and social services starting in 1998, much to the consternation of 905-area municipalities. Nevertheless, in 2001 the provincial
auditor general pegged the net cost of LSR for the City at $276.5 million—
equivalent to almost 5 per cent of the City’s budget (City of Toronto, 2002).
Since its inception, the new City of Toronto has thus faced higher per
capita costs than the 905-area suburbs that surround it. Because the property
tax remains the dominant source of local revenue, the City has in turn
burdened its local property tax base more heavily than municipalities in the
905 region have. In 2001, for example, Toronto collected $1728 per capita
in property taxes and user fees; the corresponding average in the four
largest 905-area municipalities was $1170 (see Table 2). Given the political
difficulty of raising residential property taxes, it is Toronto’s business
15. For a recent discussion of Toronto’s aging infrastructure, see City of Toronto, 2005b:
37-40.
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sector that bears most of this disproportionate property tax burden. As we
shall see, the City’s distinct cost structure and resulting tax burden have
provided a compelling focus for a campaign to secure more financial
assistance from other levels of government.
Amalgamation and LSR also provided an impetus for the New Deal
campaign by catalyzing societal activism on intergovernmental issues. As
we saw earlier, the amalgamation and LSR initiatives had provoked widespread public opposition. The provincial government’s choice to ignore this
opposition convinced many societal actors that it was imperative to find
some way to increase Toronto’s autonomy. At the end of the 1990s ideas
about how this might be done abounded. Some community activists floated
the proposal of creating a ‘Province of Toronto’, although the possible
boundaries of such an entity were never clear (Good, 2006:317-18). The
city’s largest daily newspaper, the Toronto Star, editorialized tirelessly
about the need for more powers and resources for Toronto. Even major
business leaders, who traditionally kept a low profile in provincialmunicipal politics, began to speak out. In short, amalgamation and LSR
catalyzed societal activism on intergovernmental relations, which would
prove to be a very important source of support for the City’s New Deal
campaign.

VI. Societal activism and the regional impulse: The road
not taken
At the turn of the millennium the City lacked the political leadership and
focus necessary to spearhead a call for more powers and resources. In this
context, the campaign to reform the relationship between Toronto and other
levels of government was at first led by societal actors. The initiative that
first captured widespread attention was the publication in April 2000 of the
Greater Toronto Charter. Developed by a number of prominent figures in
Toronto, led by renowned urban writer Jane Jacobs and businessman Alan
Broadbent, the Charter was a comprehensive call to the provincial and
federal governments for local governance reform that would reflect the
needs and interests of the Toronto region. Among other things, the Charter
asserted that the “Greater Toronto Region [should] form an order of
government that is a full partner of the Federal and Provincial
governments”, that this order of government should be given broad
permissive spheres of authority, and that it should be given fiscal authority
commensurate with those powers (Avana Corporation, 2000). As such, the
20
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Charter essentially prefigured the three main tenets of the City of Toronto’s
later New Deal campaign.
One way in which the Greater Toronto Charter differed from the New
Deal campaign was in its regional focus. This focus was symptomatic of a
broader regional impulse that was prominent in public discourse regarding
governance reform in the first years after amalgamation. Prior to
amalgamation, the terms of the debate on governance restructuring had
centered precisely on the question of how to develop regional coordinating
structures. Amalgamation, which ignored this issue, was consequently seen
by many as no solution at all, and the call for regional governance reform
continued to be heard in its wake. Many Toronto area business leaders, for
example, saw the region as the optimal scale for further governance reform.
In its 2002 report on GTA governance, for example, the Toronto Dominion
Bank concluded that “cities in the GTA need a new deal”, including
stronger funding sources and “a move toward greater regional coordination of services” (TD Economics, 2002:27).
The apparent strength of regionalist discourse led some academics to
suggest that a new era of regional governance reform might be emerging in
post-amalgamation Toronto (Keil and Young, 2003). In making this
argument, Roger Keil and Douglas Young referred to the literature on ‘state
rescaling’ (see Brenner, 2003), which interprets the rise of regionalist
reform as a response to the functional imperatives of economic globalization. As we saw at the outset of this paper, the Toronto region is heavily
integrated into global flows of capital and people; its global competitiveness might indeed be well served if it developed regional governing
mechanisms. However, as a number of scholars have pointed out, the
possible functional advantages of regionalism do not necessarily make it
politically attractive (Norris, 2001; Kantor, 2006).16
Since 2000, societal voices calling for a regional approach to
governance reform in the Toronto area have largely been sidelined. The
problem is that regionalism has lacked institutional support in government
circles. Neither local governments nor (until very recently) the provincial
government have had much appetite for regional reform to local governing
16. In his 1999 paper on the rise of Toronto as a ‘global city-region’, Courchene also
predicts that “Internal and external pressures on Toronto and the GTA will be such that the
GTA will indeed evolve towards Gertler’s goal of a ‘unity of purpose’ … to capitalize on the
opportunities presented by the NAFTA geo-economy” (1999: 58). To date, this has not
happened.
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structures. At the provincial level, the primary problem is that 905 area
populations have in recent years provided critical political support to
successive provincial governments, and populations in this area tend to
oppose attempts to link their local governments to the higher-cost City of
Toronto. This was a key reason why Mike Harris’ Progressive Conservatives rejected regional government for Toronto. In 1999, the Conservatives
did create a Greater Toronto Services Board, but this body was only given
jurisdiction over commuter rail, and it was abolished after two years
(Sancton, 2001). The Liberal provincial government that came to power in
November 2003 has also depended on 905 area support, and until recently it
too has shied away from regionalist initiatives that might anger suburban
populations. As we will see in the last section of this paper, since 2005 the
Liberals have developed regional policy initiatives in the areas of growth
planning and transportation, but the initiatives are still in the early stages
and their significance remains to be seen.
At the municipal level there has been virtually no support for
developing regional governing institutions since amalgamation. As Wolfson
and Frisken (2000:377-378) point out, even before amalgamation, Torontoarea municipalities tended to view economic development as a zero-sum
game. After amalgamation and LSR, the increased disparity in cost
structure between the City of Toronto and the 905 municipalities only
reinforced this sense of intra-regional competition. 905 area municipalities
have strongly resisted any governance mechanisms that would link their
finances to those of the central city. In Toronto itself, politicians and
administrators alike soon decided that the City had unique problems that
could only be addressed through governance reforms tailored to the needs
of the City. In 2001 Toronto-area municipalities did convene an informal
meeting body, the GTA Mayors and Chairs Caucus. But Toronto officials
interviewed for this project placed little stock in this body. One noted: “You
immediately bump up against the fact that the City is delivering a huge
range of social services but [the 905-area Town of] Caledon isn’t; the City
has a huge transit program, but Milton doesn’t—so you end up at a table
where your interests are totally different” (PI).
As we will see in the next two sections, societal actors have played a
significant role in Toronto’s New Deal campaign, and the City has been
eager to cultivate relationships with them. In the absence of strong government support for regionalism, however, societal calls for regional governance reform have grown weaker, and few societal groups in the GTA are
organized at the regional level. There are exceptions to this generalization.
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Perhaps the most significant one is the Toronto City Summit Alliance
(TCSA), a coalition of societal actors founded in 2002 with City of Toronto
support,17 which maintains a regional outlook in some of its policy
advocacy work (Toronto City Summit Alliance, 2003; Good, 2006:328-48).
Nonetheless, for all its regional focus the TCSA remains largely based in
the City of Toronto. Of the 57 organizations represented by TCSA steering
committee members in 2007, 47 are headquartered in Toronto, only six in
905-area municipalities, and four elsewhere in Canada (calculated from
Toronto City Summit Alliance, 2007). Furthermore, the TCSA has not
championed regional local government, choosing instead to support the
City of Toronto’s New Deal campaign.
Beyond the TCSA, region-wide societal organizations are few and far
between, and they often struggle to operate in an atmosphere of intraregional competition among local governments. For example, the Greater
Toronto Marketing Alliance, launched with substantial fanfare in 1997 as a
public-private partnership aimed at promoting the GTA to investors, has
since labored in obscurity, hampered by a lack of public and private
sponsorship (PI). A handful of societal activist groups, such as the Toronto
and York Region Labour Council, also span the Toronto-905 divide, but
most do not. In a recent study, Keil and Boudreau have argued that
governance restructuring in the Toronto area “has pushed social movements
to make demands at the regional level” (2005:19), but overall there is little
evidence for this claim. Indeed, in a functionally integrated city-region such
as Toronto, what is striking in recent years is the weakness of regional
societal organizations, a weakness that speaks to the influence that existing
local governing arrangements have on patterns of societal mobilization.

VII. Laying the groundwork for the New Deal campaign,
2000-2003
In the year 2000, Toronto’s politicians and administrators were still in
‘crisis management’ mode, most of their energies absorbed in dealing with
the immediate organizational and fiscal problems produced by
amalgamation and LSR. Nevertheless, the Greater Toronto Charter attracted
strong media attention, and some in the City saw this as an opportunity to
begin developing a more systematic approach to campaigning for Toronto’s
17. The birth of the TCSA is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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interests vis-à-vis other levels of government. In July 2000, the City
Council endorsed a Chief Administrator’s report that called for a “new
relationship with Ontario and Canada” (City of Toronto, 2000:n.p.). The
report used much of the language introduced in the Charter. Crucially,
however, instead of emphasizing a GTA-wide regional perspective, it
emphasized the distinct needs of the City of Toronto. The report argued that
“The City, as the major Canadian urban centre in a global economy
warrants special recognition”, and that “This could best be achieved by the
City obtaining its own Charter from the Province”. The report emphasized
Toronto’s need for more powers, more resources, and a seat at the
intergovernmental policy table, and called for a “‘stand alone’ piece of
legislation that governs Toronto, recognizing that provincial policies and
programs that are designed for province-wide application often do not fit
the needs or operations of the City”.
Although Toronto did not adopt the ‘New Deal’ slogan until 2003,
between 2000 and 2003 it began to work on building coalitions with other
large Canadian cities and with local societal actors in support of its
governance reform goals. Toronto’s decision to emphasize its distinct needs
effectively ruled out the 905-area suburbs as potential allies, and the City
turned elsewhere in its coalition-building efforts. In May 2001, at the urging
of the authors of the Greater Toronto Charter, Toronto joined forces with
Vancouver, Montreal, Winnipeg and Calgary to form the “C5”. During the
next two years, the C5 mayors had three meetings at which they developed
a lobbying strategy aimed at securing long-term urban funding commitments from the federal government (James, 2003). At the same time,
Toronto played a central role in the Federation of Canadian Municipalities’
big-city lobby group, the 22-member Big City Mayors Caucus. Until 2003
these groups had a limited impact on the policies of Jean Chretien’s federal
Liberal government. They did, however, help to convince aspiring Liberal
leader Paul Martin that it was politically profitable to pay attention to urban
concerns. In a pivotal June 2002 speech to a Federation of Canadian
Municipalities conference, Martin declared that he was in support of a
“New Deal for cities” in Canada, involving increased federal funding for
urban issues (Kuitenbrouwer, 2005).18 As we will see, Martin would make
good on this promise once he became Prime Minister at the end of 2003.

18. Many have seen this speech as the opening salvo in Martin’s public campaign to forge
policies distinct from those of Jean Chretien. Shortly after the speech, Martin was fired from
his federal cabinet post.
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While more federal money and policy involvement could doubtless
help Toronto, the city’s constitutional position as a “creature of the
province” meant that reforming the City’s relationship with provincial
government remained the most critical issue. In order to strengthen its
bargaining position vis-à-vis the province, the City began building alliances
with local societal groups. Seeking to capitalize on high societal interest in
governance reform, Mayor Mel Lastman organized a ‘Toronto Summit’ in
June 2002 (PI). The summit brought together a broad spectrum of societal
actors, ranging from business leaders to academics and social movement
activists, to discuss Toronto’s governance problems. The main outcome of
the summit was the establishment of the Toronto City Summit Alliance (see
also section V above). In the summer of 2003 the TCSA published a highprofile report entitled “Enough Talk: An Action Plan for the Toronto
Region” (Toronto City Summit Alliance, 2003). The TCSA has since
developed a series of initiatives in several policy areas, ranging from coorganizing Luminato, a major new arts festival in the City of Toronto, to
lobbying for more intergovernmental support for affordable housing in the
Toronto region.19 On the governance reform front, it has supported
Toronto’s campaign for more powers and resources through media work
and lobbying at the provincial and federal levels. In short, by catalyzing the
formation of the TCSA the City of Toronto successfully harnessed
significant societal resources in the service of its governance reform goals.
Despite the City’s alliance-building activities, as of late 2003
Toronto’s governance reform campaign had not achieved many results.
Limited support at other levels of government was one reason for this. In
addition to facing a largely indifferent federal government under Jean
Chretien, Toronto faced a Conservative provincial government that had low
voter support in Toronto, and little inclination to respond to the City’s
interests. Mel Lastman’s idiosyncratic leadership style also left its mark on
Toronto’s governance reform campaign up to 2003. Lastman was often very
effective at getting media attention, and he politically fronted some of the
City’s early alliance-building initiatives, most notably the Toronto Summit.
However, according a number of informants interviewed for this project,
Lastman’s leadership on the intergovernmental front lacked a consistent
strategic orientation. Many administrators interviewed for this project
complained that he made little effort to communicate with them, or to think
beyond individual initiatives towards a broader governance reform strategy
19. For more information on the TCSA’s initiatives, see http://www.torontoalliance.ca/.
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(PI). Furthermore, Lastman was reportedly not enthusiastic about the idea—
championed by the City Council—of enhanced authority for the City. As
one former aide noted, “[Lastman] would usually say that [Toronto] had
enough powers” (PI).
Given Lastman’s weak strategic orientation, City administrators
played a major role in articulating a broader vision of Toronto’s governance
reform goals. In April 2003 the City Council adopted a report drafted by the
City’s intergovernmental relations staff, titled “Achieving an Improved
Legislative Framework for Toronto: The Right Deal for Toronto is a Great
Deal for Ontario” (City of Toronto, 2003). The report proposed a new City
of Toronto Act as the centrepiece of an overhauled relationship between the
provincial government and the City. The report argued that a new Toronto
Act should enshrine the City’s right to be consulted on intergovernmental
policy matters; it should give Toronto broad spheres of municipal authority;
it should allow the Council to delegate decision-making powers to other
bodies; and it should provide the City with new sources of revenue, such as
a visitor levy, a dedicated share of the provincial fuel tax, and access to
some of the Provincial Sales Tax. The report also suggested that a joint
Toronto-provincial Task Force be established to work out the details of a
new Act collaboratively (City of Toronto, 2003:1-12). Although the City
subsequently altered the specifics of some of these demands, the 2003
document laid out what became a centrepiece of the New Deal campaign
over the next three years: The quest for a new City of Toronto Act. In 2003,
it appeared unlikely that such an Act was in the cards. However, the report
also noted that “a window of opportunity may soon open for the kind of
legislative review envisioned” (City of Toronto, 2003:9). And indeed, such
a window did open as new political leaders came into office at all three
levels of government in late 2003.

VIII. Leadership, strategy and outcomes in the New Deal
campaign, 2003-2006
At the end of 2003 Paul Martin, who had endorsed a ‘New Deal for cities’
as part of his bid for the leadership of the federal Liberal party, assumed the
post of Prime Minister. At the provincial level, Dalton McGuinty’s Liberal
party defeated the Progressive Conservatives in the October 2003 election.
Although Toronto’s concerns were not at the forefront of the election
campaign, McGuinty courted strategically important Toronto votes with a
promise of 2 cents of the provincial gas tax for municipal transit, and
support for revisiting the legislative framework governing the city. In
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Toronto itself, the municipal election of November 2003 saw Mel Lastman
replaced by David Miller. A lawyer by training and a local councillor since
1997, Miller brought to the mayoral office a strong strategic policy orientation, as well as considerable experience in intergovernmental relations,
experience that he had gained as the City’s political representative in
numerous intergovernmental bodies during the Lastman years. Miller
adopted the ‘New Deal’ slogan popularized at the federal level by Paul
Martin, and said that achieving a New Deal for Toronto would be a top
priority (Demara, 2003). Soon after taking office, Miller instituted weekly
meetings with the staff of Toronto’s IGR office, earning their admiration
for his command of IGR issues and for his “highly professional” approach
(PI). In short, as one Toronto staffer put it, at the end of 2003 “the political
stars aligned” at all three levels of government, and the prospects for
Toronto’s campaign for more powers and resources suddenly seemed
brighter (PI).
Almost immediately after his election as Mayor, David Miller began
vigorously to pursue Toronto’s New Deal campaign. He met with Premier
McGuinty, and the two pledged publicly to work together on this front
(Benzie and Lu, 2003). With Paul Martin now Prime Minister, Miller also
took the initiative to push forward federal-level lobbying by Canada’s big
city mayors. In January 2004 he hosted a meeting of mayors of ten major
Canadian cities, at which the mayors resolved to pressure Martin to make
good on his promises for more funding transfers. Martin soon began to
come through, granting cities relief from the federal sales tax—the Goods
and Services Tax (GST)—in the February 2004 federal budget. Concurrently, Miller moved to increase Toronto’s profile at the federal level by
appointing John Honderich, former publisher of the Toronto Star newspaper, as his “special ambassador” to the federal government (PI).
While Miller’s leadership put Toronto’s New Deal campaign in the
public spotlight, behind the scenes Toronto officials were negotiating the
City’s first major intergovernmental financial assistance package in several
years. Starting in the 1990s, the federal government had introduced a series
of infrastructure funding programs. These programs allocated matching
federal and provincial funding to projects on the basis of requests made by
provincial governments, municipalities, or non-profit organizations. In
2001, the City of Toronto had expressed interest in applying for funding for
several projects from the Canada Infrastructure Fund (CIF). They were
rebuffed by the federal and provincial governments, which saw the projects
as insufficiently attractive for their Toronto constituents and instead
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channelled more than one hundred million dollars of CIF money to private
cultural institutions in Toronto (PI). In the wake of this experience the City
chose to “have a consistent and concerted messaging to the federal and
provincial governments about what our need was” (PI) by focusing all
future infrastructure funding requests on the capital needs of the Toronto
Transit Commission (TTC), whose budget had been heavily hit by LSR.
Early in 2004, this strategy paid off with the success of Toronto’s application for Canada Strategic Infrastructure Fund (CSIF) money. The City
signed a five-year, tri-level agreement, committing each level of government to funding the TTC’s capital costs to the tune of $70 million a year,
which would bring in about $700 million in funds from the provincial and
federal governments by 2008 (Infrastructure Canada, 2004). This agreement
alone restored—at least for five years—about 50 per cent of the capital
funding that the TTC had lost through LSR.20
In August of 2004, relations between the City of Toronto and the new
provincial government hit what appeared to be a major snag. News leaked
that the provincial government was about to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the Association of Municipalities of Ontario
(AMO). The MOU designated AMO as the sole partner for tri-level government negotiations on municipal issues, in effect enshrining the right of
AMO, an association dominated by small municipalities, to speak for
Toronto at the intergovernmental table. David Miller immediately went on
the record, fuming that he was “frustrated and outraged. It’s really quite
stunning how wrong-headed this document is” (Harding, 2004). Shortly
thereafter, Toronto withdrew from AMO in protest. Yet the incident turned
out to have positive implications for Toronto’s New Deal campaign.
Leaving AMO was entirely in line with the City’s focus on emphasizing its
differences from other Ontario municipalities. Indeed, one staffer interviewed for the project noted that “we had been having problems getting our
interests heard in AMO for years. I don’t think many of us were sorry to see
that relationship go” (PI). Toronto’s withdrawal from AMO was mourned
by few in the City, and it helped to pave the way for the City’s direct
participation in a series of New Deal initiatives.
Undoubtedly the most significant of these was a new City of Toronto
Act. Dalton McGuinty had promised in the 2003 provincial election
campaign to revisit Toronto’s legislative framework, but for almost a year
thereafter he did not move on the issue. Then, less than a month after
20. Calculated using inflation-adjusted figures from City of Toronto, 2002.
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Toronto’s acrimonious departure from AMO, McGuinty—speaking at
another meeting of big-city mayors hosted by David Miller—announced his
intention to introduce “a modernized City of Toronto Act” by the end of
2005 (Office of the Premier, 2004). In addition, he acceded to Toronto’s
demand that the City and the province develop the new Act together
through a joint review process. These announcements drew a great deal of
media attention, as well as high praise from David Miller and other Toronto
politicians (Toronto Star, 2004).
In October 2004, a Joint Task Force—which was headed by Toronto’s
City Manager and the provincial Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs and
Housing, and which included members of Toronto’s IGR unit—began
negotiating the new City of Toronto Act (COTA). Seeking to limit input
into what would doubtless prove to be a complicated exercise, the City and
the province chose to conduct the COTA review process largely behind
closed doors, much to the consternation of local activist groups. While
provincial officials interviewed for this project declined to comment on the
internal workings of the review process, a number of City officials said that
there was conflict between provincial politicians and administrators early
on in the process (see also Urquhart, 2005). “At the provincial level, the
political arm was well ahead of the administrative side”, one City official
said. “This was a good example of the Premier setting a ‘stretch goal’ ...
The Ministry of Municipal Affairs staff were very conservative in this
regard, and other ministries—the Ministry of Finance in particular—were
extremely reluctant to see more authority and powers devolved” (PI).
Once the provincial government had worked out its own position on
the COTA, two major points of contention with the City emerged. First, it
became evident that the provincial government would not grant the City all
of the revenue powers that it sought. Second, in return for granting the City
new powers, the provincial government wanted Toronto to reform its
internal governing structure by strengthening the executive.21 The concern
was that a large, non-partisan council that was already overloaded would
not be able to effectively exercise more authority than it currently had. In
response to this provincial pressure, in June 2005 the City appointed a
three-person internal governance review panel with a mandate to make
recommendations on how the city could be restructured internally (City of
Toronto, 2005c).
21. In making this demand the province was supported by a number of local actors in
Toronto, most notably the Toronto Board of Trade.
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The Joint Task Force on the COTA issued its report on 15 November,
2005. The provincial government followed with a draft of a new City of
Toronto Act a month later. This draft ultimately passed through the
provincial legislature largely unchanged in June 2006, and came into force
on 1 January 2007. Among pundits and local community leaders there was
much disappointment over what the new COTA did not deliver. The Act
shies away from giving Toronto authority in a number of areas that it had
requested. It retains the provincial government’s right to control the rates of
some property tax classes, and prohibits the City from levying a general
sales tax, a hotel tax, income taxes, and gas taxes (Lu and Ferguson, 2005).
Finances aside, contrary to City demands the provincially appointed
Ontario Municipal Board remains the final appeals body for most City
planning decisions. Nonetheless, a preliminary assessment of the COTA’s
provisions suggests that the City scored some major victories.
Like the 2003 Ontario Municipal Act, COTA works on a ‘permissive
powers’ premise, where everything not specifically prohibited by the Act is
allowed. However, the Act specifies much broader spheres of jurisdiction
than the Municipal Act. These spheres of jurisdiction are subject to a large
number of specific restrictions, but city officials interviewed for this project
were optimistic that it will now be easier for the City to further expand its
powers. “The basic approach of the Act is broadly empowering”, one
official noted. “The limitations on the City’s powers are exceptions that can
be peeled away ... the Act has tremendous potential over time” (PI). The
extent to which this potential is realized remains to be seen, but even as it
stands, the new COTA gives the City significant new powers. It removes
requirements—long seen as a cumbersome formality—that the City get
provincial approval for a host of minor initiatives such as extending bar
hours for special events. More importantly, the Act explicitly gives the City
new planning and development powers, including the power to restrict the
demolition and conversion of rental housing, to establish design guidelines,
and to set up Tax Increment Financing zones. Toronto now also has the
power to delegate decision-making to bodies other than the Council, a
change that a number of City officials interviewed for this project
considered to be very significant, in that it gives the City a way to
streamline the Council’s workload.22

22. For a summary of the new powers, see City of Toronto, 2007b.
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On the financial front, the Act gives the City the right to levy a number
of new local fees and charges, including sales taxes on tobacco, alcohol and
entertainment, a property transfer tax, road tolls and taxes on vehicle
registration and parking, and a tax on outdoor advertising (Hemson
Consulting, 2007). City staff preliminarily estimated that the new taxing
powers would, if used, bring the city about $50 million a year (Cowan,
2005). But a more detailed study produced by a consulting company hired
by the city at the beginning of 2007 tells a different story: If the City chose
to use all of its new taxing powers at a moderate level, it could generate
about $316 million in annual revenue. If it chose to use some tax powers
more extensively, the financial implications were even more significant:
For example, a 1.5 per cent property transfer tax alone would raise some
$311 million per year (Hemson Consulting, 2007:61). As noted in section
VIII, the extent to which the new taxing powers should be used are
currently the subject of a major battle at city hall, one that pits Miller and
other tax proponents against councillors who warn of the dangers of further
increasing the tax burden on the local population.
In response to provincial demands, the City also implemented some
internal governance changes in tandem with the new City of Toronto Act.
The City’s three-member governance review panel delivered its report in
November 2005. The report proposed creating a powerful Executive
Committee and giving the Mayor extensive personnel appointment powers
(Governing Toronto Advisory Panel, 2005). These recommendations
sparked an outpouring of criticism, chiefly from community groups. They
claimed that the proposal amounted to adopting a US-style ‘strong mayor’
system that would further centralize power in an already large, centralized
municipality. In response, the City produced a revised proposal that was
accepted by the Council in June 2006. This scheme, which came into force
following the November 2006 municipal elections, gives re-elected mayor
David Miller the power to appoint a deputy mayor and the heads of Council
standing committees. It also establishes an Executive Committee largely
comprised of Mayoral appointees,23 with power to draft the budget and to
oversee finances. Finally, it calls for the Council to delegate some of its
decision powers to administrators and community councils (as of July 2007,

23. The Executive Committee is composed of the Mayor, the Deputy Mayor, the Chairs of
all standing committees, and four at-large members. At present the City has 7 standing
committees, which means that 9 of 13 seats on the Executive Committee are filled by the
Mayor and his appointees.
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the City was still studying its options on this front). However, in contrast to
the review panel’s recommendations, the new system retains the Council’s
right to go through the budget line-by-line and amend sections before
approving it, and denies the Mayor the power to appoint the City Manager,
leaving this up to the Council as a whole.
Between 2003 and 2006, Toronto also lobbied vigorously outside the
COTA process for increased intergovernmental fiscal transfers, and scored
some victories here as well. By leaving AMO in 2004 the City gained a
more distinct voice in negotiations over one new source of transfers,
provincial and federal gas taxes. In their 2004 budget, the provincial
Liberals pledged that in order to support municipal capital expenditures on
public transit, they would deliver 1 cent per litre of the provincial gas tax to
municipalities in the 2004/2005 fiscal year, rising over two years to 2 cents
per litre. The allocation formula that would determine how much money
each municipality got had not yet been worked out, however. The small
municipalities that dominated AMO wanted 100 per cent of the money to
be allocated on the basis of population; Toronto wanted the money to be
allocated based on transit ridership. Using its newfound independence from
AMO to its advantage, Toronto lobbied hard for a ridership-heavy formula.
In October 2004 the government announced that 70 per cent of the gas tax
money would be allocated based on transit ridership within each
municipality, a significant victory for the City, and one that would bring the
TTC an additional $163 million per year as of 2006 (PI; James, 2004).
In its February 2005 budget, the federal government also committed to
supporting municipal infrastructure24 by sharing a portion of its gas tax
revenues with municipalities over five years, rising from 2.5 cents per litre
in the 2005/2006 fiscal year to five cents per litre in 2009/2010
(Department of Finance Canada, 2005). Once again, however, the allocation
formula was a source of contention. Having withdrawn from AMO,
Toronto successfully pressed the federal government for direct negotiations
regarding the gas tax allocation formula, a position achieved by no other
Canadian municipality. Nonetheless, the outcomes for the City were worse
than in the case of the provincial gas tax. The federal Liberal government,
which had lost its majority position in Parliament in the June 2004 election,
had recently altered its “New Deal for cities” initiative to a “New Deal for
24. Unlike the provincial gas tax funding, the federal gas tax funding can be spent on a
variety of infrastructure needs, ranging for public transit and roads to water and sewer
systems.
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cities and communities”, in an effort to shore up its political support in rural
areas of the country. In accordance with this new emphasis on smaller
municipalities, the federal government decided in June 2005 to allocate the
gas tax on a per capita basis across the country (Gillespie, 2005). A lastminute 2005 budget amendment pushed through by the federal New
Democratic Party did give Toronto and other large cities one extra cent per
liter of the federal gas tax, allocated on the basis of transit ridership and
earmarked specifically for public transit. Originally a two-year program,
this transit funding scheme has recently been extended for another two
years by the current Progressive Conservative federal government (Department of Finance Canada, 2006).
At the provincial level, from 2003 to 2006 the City pressed
consistently and publicly for an uploading of social services funding to the
province, but here it had little success. The argument made by the City, and
supported by some key societal actors (see for example Toronto Board of
Trade, 2005), was that the social service responsibilities downloaded during
LSR constitute a major fiscal burden that should not be funded off of the
property tax. The province, however, refused to take any such costs on, in
part because it saw any uploading for Toronto as politically infeasible
unless it were implemented province-wide, which would in turn greatly
increase the impact on the provincial treasury. In the August 2006 the
provincial government did commission a review of local services
realignment province-wide, but scheduled the completion of the review for
February 2008, well after the next provincial election in the fall of 2007.
The repeated experience of intensive interaction with other levels of
government on a variety of issues between 2003 and 2006 in turn furthered
another of the City’s New Deal goals—systematic involvement in multilevel policymaking. On their own, both the COTA review and the City’s
direct involvement in negotiating gas tax allocation formulas with the
provincial and federal governments were significant departures from the
norm of top-down provincial and federal policymaking with respect to
municipalities. In addition, these processes built up networks of
interpersonal relationships among bureaucrats that have greased the wheels
of further multilevel initiatives (PI). In 2005, for example, City officials
successfully worked out a tri-level Memorandum of Understanding on
immigration and settlement issues with their federal and provincial
counterparts. A similar framework agreement for urban development has
been in process since 2005, although it has gone through a number of
changes in focus and is not yet concluded. In addition to securing
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Table 1. Estimated intergovernmental transfers for Toronto from major New
Deal initiatives ($ million)
Fiscal
year

TTC
funding
through
CSIF

Federal
GST
rebate

Provincial
gas tax
sharing

Federal
gas tax
sharing

Federal
transit
funding

TOTAL

2005/06

140

50

81

49

97

417

2006/07

140

50

122

49

70

431

2007/08

140

50

163

65

70

488

2008/09

140

50

163

81

70

504

2009/10

140

50

163

163

0

516

Note: Approximate impact of Local Services Realignment for 2005 is $301.1
million. This figure has been calculated by adjusting for inflation the City of
Toronto’s 2001 estimate of $276.5 million (City of Toronto, 2002). It does not take
into account population growth, which has been a minor factor in the City, nor does
it take into account the possible impact of any post-2001 changes to relevant
government programs, as these changes have also been minor, and their net fiscal
impact nearly impossible to assess.
Sources: Figures come from a variety of local, provincial and federal government
documents.

substantial new powers and resources through its New Deal campaign
between 2003 and 2006, the City thus developed a new set of administrative
relationships that in turn helped it to begin carving out a niche for itself in
the policy-making processes of other levels of government.
In short, between 2003 and 2006 the City of Toronto achieved a great
deal in its New Deal campaign. So what were the achievements (as of
January 2007) on each of the three planks of the New Deal? In terms of
funding, City politicians continue to claim in 2007 that Toronto has not yet
regained in intergovernmental transfers what it lost in the LSR of 1998. The
truth of this claim is impossible to assess precisely, since we cannot know
how municipal expenditures in all the relevant service areas would have
evolved in the absence of LSR. However, an approximate calculation
suggests that—even if we leave out the possible impact of the new COTA
revenue tools—by the end of 2006 the City had more than made up for
what it lost in the LSR of 1998 (Table 1), and that City officials have
understated the fiscal gains of the New Deal campaign.
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Table 2. Per capita property tax and user fee revenues in Toronto and the four
largest suburban GTA municipalities, 2001 and 2005
2005
($)

2001
($)

Toronto

1728

1630

6.0

Mississauga

1176

1075

9.4

Brampton

1245

1175

6.0

Vaughan

1445

1293

11.8

Markham

1297

1135

14.3

134

139

6.0

Toronto as % of suburban average

Change 2001-05
(per cent)

Note: Figures are not adjusted for inflation. Totals for the 905 municipalities
include revenue data from regional governments. Several small sources of own
revenue (licenses and permits, fines and penalties, payments in lieu of taxes) are
not included.
Sources: Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2007 (revenue data);
Statistics Canada, 2007a (2001 population figures used for calculations); various
municipal data sources (2005 population figures used for calculations)

Significant as these gains are, they must be qualified in three ways.
First, with the exception of the federal GST rebate, all of the intergovernmental funding listed in Table 1 is earmarked for infrastructure
needs, especially for public transit. As such, it only indirectly helps to
alleviate the fiscal pressure Toronto feels in other policy areas such as
social services. Second, much of the funding is time-limited, leaving the
City with an uncertain long-term fiscal outlook. Finally, while this funding
makes up for the impact of LSR, it only makes a dent in Toronto’s deeper
and older problem—the fact that it has a higher cost structure than
surrounding municipalities. Even before LSR, Metropolitan Toronto had
higher costs than the surrounding suburbs, costs that were met by imposing
relatively high property taxes, especially on local businesses. Table 2 shows
that this remained the case in post-amalgamation Toronto where in 2005,
per capita revenues from property taxes and user fees were 34 per cent
higher than in the four largest surrounding municipalities. In part because
the intergovernmental transfers outlined above are targeted towards
addressing Toronto’s pressing backlog of transit capital costs, the new intergovernmental support has not thus far translated into a lower property tax
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burden in the City. Most of Toronto’s disproportionate tax burden continues
to be shouldered by businesses, so Toronto faces a significant competitive
disadvantage in relation to its neighbours in terms of its attractiveness to
business.25 For this reason, as we will see below, many Toronto politicians
have been wary of using the new COTA tax powers, and the City has
continued to lobby for funding from other levels of government.
As noted above—in terms of the second plank of the New Deal
platform—the new City of Toronto Act directly gives the City a number of
new powers, and adopts a ‘permissive powers’ approach in which anything
not explicitly prohibited by the Toronto Act is allowed, at least in theory.
The full significance of this change is not yet clear, however, and depends
on at least two factors. First, as one administrator interviewed for this
project noted, “the Act allows us to begin moving from a transactional to a
strategic focus in policy-making. Both politicians and staff will need to
make a major culture shift in order to take advantage of the new powers”
(PI). In other words, in order to make the most of the City’s new
‘permissive powers’ regime, politicians and officials must be willing to be
proactive, and to test the de facto boundaries of their new policy powers.
Second, assuming that City officials do try to test these boundaries, the
longer-term significance of the Act will also depend on the way in which
the courts interpret it. There is, for example, nothing in the Act that
prohibits the City of Toronto from instituting a municipal minimum wage,26
but no other municipality in Canada has attempted such a move. Policy
innovations like this, if they appear, are bound to bring court challenges,
and in the process the actual scope of powers the City has gained will
become clearer.
The final plank of Toronto’s New Deal platform—‘respect’, otherwise
known as involvement in policy-making at other levels of government—is
very vulnerable to changes in political priorities. The years 2004 through
2006 brought a wave of multilevel policy-making involving the City, and
the new City of Toronto Act now enshrines the City’s right to be consulted
25. While high average home values in the central city mean that per capita residential taxes
in Toronto are also above the 905-area average, residential taxes per $100,000 of assessed
home value are actually significantly lower in Toronto than in surrounding municipalities
(City of Toronto, 2005b: 50; Lewington, 2007b). It should be noted that Toronto’s city
council has recently (October 2007) adopted a policy aimed at gradually decreasing the
disproportion between business and residential taxes over the next twelve years (City of
Toronto, 2007c).
26. Thanks to Andrew Sancton for bringing this example to the attention of the author.
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by other levels of government. However, this right is unlikely to be upheld
in a court of law given the weak constitutional standing of municipal
government in Canada. Ultimately, the inclination of other levels of government to continue with collaborative policy-making depends on sustained
political will at these levels. As we will see, developments since 2006
demonstrate that such sustained political will can by no means be taken for
granted.

IX. Toronto’s governance reform campaign since 2006:
New gains, new obstacles
In November 2006 Mayor David Miller, freshly re-elected to office by a
handsome margin, launched an initiative to secure one cent of the federal
Goods and Services Tax (GST) for Toronto’s use. The “One Cent Now”
campaign, which has been endorsed by a number of other Canadian
municipalities, has seen the City put considerable resources into a website
(www.onecentnow.ca), advertising billboards, and media pronouncements.
It is part of a move that has seen the City simultaneously focus its
governance reform campaign more narrowly, and take it into new territory.
Since late 2006, the City has dropped the “New Deal” slogan, perhaps
recognizing that the phrase was strongly associated with the policies of the
Paul Martin federal government, which was replaced in a January 2006
election by a minority Conservative government led by Stephen Harper. At
the same time, the City has continued to lobby for governance reform, but
has focused almost exclusively on issues of finance.
As we saw above, one of the reasons why the City of Toronto
continues to lobby on finances is that its business property tax rates remain
disproportionately high in regional context, limiting the extent to which the
City can use its new COTA tax powers without deepening its regional
competitive disadvantage (see also Slack, 2005:17-18). For example, in
July 2007 Mayor David Miller brought to the Council a proposal to
implement the new land transfer and vehicle registration taxes available
under COTA, at a level that would bring in revenues of $350 million in
2008. Amidst concerns that approving the new taxes would harm the City’s
regional business competitiveness, a razor-thin majority of city councillors
voted to defer the decision on whether to adopt the new taxes until late
October. Following this vote, Miller and Toronto administrators, who had
been expecting the new taxes to pass, declared the City to be in a state of
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fiscal emergency and threatened to close one of the City’s subway lines, cut
police services and close numerous recreational facilities (Gray and
Lewington, 2007).27
In order to address problems such as a lack of regional tax
competitiveness, the City has since late 2006 focused on three fiscal goals
in its ongoing governance reform campaign. The first one, embodied in the
“One Cent Now” initiative, is to secure access to predictable, long-term
revenue sources that do not deepen the City’s competitive disadvantage.
The federal GST, which is collected across Canada and which—unlike the
property tax—grows directly in tandem with the economy (Slack, 2005:7),
appears to be an ideal source from the City’s point of view. The second goal
has been to ensure that intergovernmental funding for public transit
continues to flow to the City in future years. In order to step up the pressure
for this, in February 2007 the Toronto Transit Commission announced a
ten-year, multi-billion-dollar program of light rail expansion, and asked that
the provincial and federal governments each contribute one-third of the
funding towards its realization (Kalinowski and Spears, 2007). In addition,
in March 2007 David Miller led the Federation of Canadian Municipalities’
Big City Mayors Caucus in calling for a “national transit strategy” that
would see the Federal government commit to permanently funding transit
capital expenses across Canada to the tune of $2 billion per year
(Federation of Canadian Municipalities, 2007). The final goal, which the
City has demanded for several years running, has been to secure an
uploading of social service costs to the provincial government as soon as
possible.
The City of Toronto has thus continued to press hard for governance
reform on the fiscal front since late 2006. However, some changes in the
intergovernmental context have made the achievement of its new goals
more difficult, especially at the federal level. Stephen Harper’s minority
Conservative government, which has no elected representatives in the City
of Toronto, has done away with the previous government’s language of a
‘New Deal for cities’. Instead, it emphasizes a stricter interpretation of the
constitutional division of powers, which gives provincial governments
responsibility over all things municipal (Young, 2006). Since the Harper
government has come to office, it has shown little inclination to respond to
Toronto’s demands. Conservative officials have flatly rejected the City’s
27. Ultimately, the taxes did pass through council in October 2007, albeit in a modified
form that would only raise about $170 million per year for the City.
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call for one cent of the GST, have refused to commit to funding for the
TTC’s light rail strategy, and have resisted demands for permanent federal
funding for municipal transit (Lewington, 2007a). That said, the
Conservatives have not rolled back the previous government’s initiatives.
They have retained the municipal GST rebate, amended and extended the
2005 transit funding program by creating a “Transit Capital Trust Fund”
that gives municipalities $300 million a year for three years on the basis of
transit ridership, and extended the gas tax sharing agreement until 2012.
At the provincial level, the McGuinty government, flagging in the
polls and facing an election in the fall of 2007, was reluctant to endorse yet
more initiatives for Toronto during the winter of 2006-2007, for fear of
alienating out-of-Toronto voters. This reluctance did not last, however. As
the campaign for the October provincial election geared up in the spring of
2007, the leader of the provincial Progressive Conservatives, John Tory,
hoping to recapture some seats in Toronto, came out in favour of the City’s
demands for more transit funding and the uploading of social services. Not
wanting to be left behind, made a promise in June 2007 that—if reelected—they would fund public transit infrastructure across the GTA to
the tune of $17.5 billion over 15 years (Kalinowski, 2007). Soon thereafter
the Liberals also began to move on the uploading issue, promising to take
over the cost of drug benefit and disability assistance programs across
Ontario over the next four years (Toronto Star, 2007). The first promise
included funding for the TTC’s light rail transit expansion plans, while the
latter promise would save the City some $217 million in social assistance
costs. Finally, in September 2007, Premier McGuinty came out in favour of
Toronto’s request for one cent of the federal GST, calling on Prime
Minister Harper to dedicate this amount to municipalities across Ontario
(Benzie, 2007). The provincial liberals cruised to an easy victory in the
October 2007 election, suggesting the prospect of considerable provinciallevel fiscal dividends for the City of Toronto’s ongoing governance reform
campaign.
The evolution of Toronto’s governance reform campaign in 2006-2007
allows us to make three interesting observations. First, the immediate
impact of a change in federal government on the campaign’s fortunes
illustrates the City’s continued dependence on political leadership at other
levels of government, a factor that is largely beyond the City’s control. As
we have seen, political leaders at other levels of government have tended to
respond to the City’s demands if they expect such a response to bolster their
own political fortunes, or those of their party. The current federal
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conservative government has no seats in Toronto—or, indeed, in Canada’s
two other largest core cities, Vancouver and Montreal—and little hope of
gaining electoral ground there. It is unlikely to respond strongly to
Toronto’s demands unless the City somehow manages to make these
demands relevant to the government’s political fortunes. Second, the
emergence of funding for Toronto as a significant issue in the 2007
provincial election suggests that in the more compact provincial electoral
arena, where Toronto has almost one quarter of all legislative seats, the City
has succeeded in changing the terms of the political debate on municipal
issues. In the 2007 election campaign, addressing Toronto’s funding
concerns became something that no provincial political party that hoped to
win seats in the City could afford to ignore.28
Finally, the recent developments reviewed here reveal what may be
some longer-term limitations of the City’s governance reform campaign. As
we have seen, although the City has repeatedly built alliances with other
large Canadian urban municipalities in order to lobby the federal
government, in the regional and provincial contexts it has opted to ‘go it
alone’, emphasizing its distinct needs in relation to other municipalities. Yet
the functional interdependence of the Greater Toronto Area means that the
City may not be able to take full advantage of its new revenue raising tools
without making them self-defeating contributors to suburbanization. The
City has responded to this conundrum in part by shifting from demanding
new municipal revenue raising tools to asking other levels of government
take on some of its current costs through permanent transit funding, sales
tax sharing, and social service uploading. Yet even this shift cannot exempt
Toronto from the broader political dynamics of provincial-municipal
relations in Ontario. All three fiscal demands discussed in this section have
been spearheaded by the City of Toronto, but the Ontario provincial
government—presumably acting to forestall protest in other Ontario
municipalities—has in each case responded with a promise to meet or
support the demand province-wide. In other words, there appear to be some
significant functional and political limits to Toronto’s non-regionalist, go-italone governance reform campaign. These will be discussed in the
following section.

28. The left-leaning New Democratic Party, which won four of Toronto’s 23 seats in the
October election, also promised to support all of Toronto’s funding demands.
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X. Conclusion: The significance and future of Toronto’s
New Deal campaign
Over the past seven years, the City of Toronto has engaged in an
unprecedented and, in many ways, remarkably successful campaign to
secure more powers and resources from other levels of government. What
broader insights can be drawn from the foregoing analysis of the
campaign’s roots and accomplishments? This conclusion will highlight
three. First, the Toronto story demonstrates that even in a highly globally
integrated city such as Toronto, the specific dynamics of governance reform
may be driven by factors other than the immediate local impacts of
globalization. Although the local impacts of globalization have added
ammunition and urgency to Toronto’s calls for a New Deal, this paper has
argued that the New Deal campaign was primarily a product of the
unintended consequences of the 1998 provincial governance reforms, and
that its accomplishments have been the product of a particular confluence of
tri-level political leadership that favoured Toronto’s interests. The story of
Toronto’s New Deal campaign thus suggests that in order to fully
understand the dynamics of governance reform in large, globalized cities,
we must resist the common tendency to read local outcomes directly off of
large-scale global forces. Instead, analysts need to pay close attention to
what Sellers (2005) calls the “national infrastructure” for urban politics—
the complex of governmental arrangements, legal frameworks, fiscal
relations and political relations that populate the space between the local
and the global. It is primarily this space of political interaction that has
shaped Toronto’s New Deal campaign and its outcomes to date.
Second, the foregoing analysis suggests that while Sellers’ concept of
a “national infrastructure” for urban politics points us in the right direction
in terms of the spatial scale of political interactions that have shaped urban
governance reform dynamics in Toronto, there is—at least in the Canadian
context—no uniform set of national conditions that influence the dynamics
of urban governance reform across the country. On the contrary, Toronto’s
New Deal campaign and its achievements are products of a set of multilevel
political dynamics that is, in significant measure, specific to that case. The
1998 amalgamation created a municipality of unprecedented size in the
Canadian context. In addition, in no other Canadian city have recent
reforms so dramatically and visibly deepened a fiscal divide between a
central city and its surrounding suburbs. Both the size of the new City and
the sense of fiscal crisis that accompanied its birth were critical to the
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emergence of the New Deal campaign, in that they enabled and encouraged
the new City to move beyond the passive intergovernmental stance that
Canadian municipalities have typically assumed given their weak standing
in the constitutional order. This paper argues that the achievements of
Toronto’s campaign have depended on multilevel political leadership in
support of urban governance reform. This multilevel leadership was the
product of a fortuitous confluence of political dynamics at multiple levels of
government, one that is unlikely to be replicated widely across the country.
The finding that Toronto’s New Deal campaign and its achievements
have been driven by a locally specific set of multilevel political dynamics
has significant implications for the prospect that similar campaigns might
emerge elsewhere in Canada. Recently, analysts and policy advocates in
Canada have sometimes seen Toronto’s experience as the harbinger of a
broader shift towards municipal assertiveness vis-à-vis other levels of
government in the country (see, e.g., Courchene, 2006). Toronto’s
campaign has indeed had some spillover effects, especially insofar as the
City’s activism has been a driving force behind big-city lobbying for federal
infrastructure funding in recent years. Furthermore, there is some evidence
that the Toronto experience is now being taken up as a precedent elsewhere
in the country. For example, Montreal has recently demanded a new
legislative framework from the province of Quebec, and has explicitly
referenced Toronto’s experience in making this demand (Magder, 2006).
Nonetheless, the analysis presented here suggests that since Toronto’s
campaign and its achievements are rooted in a unique set of local
conditions, it is unlikely that Toronto-style campaigns will proliferate
across Canada in the near future.
Finally, the role that regionalism has played in the Toronto story to
date allows us to make some observations that speak to the literature on
globalization and regional governance reform. As noted in sections III and
VI, a growing body of literature argues that the emergence of city-regions
as functional units on the global economic stage produces pressure for a
‘rescaling’ of urban governance at the level of the city-region. At the same
time, it is broadly acknowledged that the regionalization of local governing
structures is by no means inevitable, because the enterprise requires
political support, and municipalities in a fragmented city-region often have
distinct political and economic interests that inhibit regional cooperation
(Norris, 2001; Kantor, 2006:801-803). In the European context, where the
regionalization of governance in large cities has been relatively common in
recent years, regionalism has usually been driven by higher-level
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governments that see it as an effective strategy for global economic
competition (Brenner, 2003). Writing on the Netherlands, however, Kantor
(2006) demonstrates that higher-level governments may see regionalism as
politically unattractive even if they do have the authority to impose it from
above. The Toronto case suggests that regionalist reform may simultaneously encounter political obstacles at multiple levels of government. In the
Greater Toronto Area, earlier provincially-imposed reforms produced a
local governing system in which cost-structure differences between the
central city and surrounding suburbs have made regionalism politically
unappealing for any local government unit in the GTA. These very same
differences have also tended to make regionalism politically unappealing at
the provincial level, leaving the state rescaling enterprise bereft of significant institutional support.29
At the same time, the Toronto story suggests that large central-city
municipalities that seek to enhance their power and resources in the context
of a politically fragmented metropolitan area may face something of a
paradox in choosing whether to embrace or reject a regionalist approach:
On the one hand, adopting a non-regionalist approach can give a central
city’s campaign for new powers and resources considerable power and
focus; on the other hand, the non-regionalist approach is likely to encounter
significant political and functional limitations over time. In developing its
New Deal campaign, Toronto has tended to emphasize its unique needs. As
we have seen, this has given its campaign a strong focal point and a unity of
purpose that would doubtless have been weaker had the City tried to forge a
collective New Deal platform with the 905 suburbs—or, indeed, with other
Ontario municipalities. However, we have also seen that the City has
recently begun to encounter the limitations of its ‘go it alone’ approach.
One set of limitations is political. According to one Toronto
administrator, “one of the best things about the new [City of Toronto] Act is
that we’re out from under the [Ontario] Municipal Act, so from now on we
don’t have to look over our shoulders at what other Ontario municipalities
want” (PI). Unfortunately for Toronto this is not actually the case, since
other Ontario municipalities, and especially those in the GTA’s suburbs, are
unlikely to tolerate an ever-growing asymmetry between their powers and
resources and those of Toronto. Already when the new COTA was being
negotiated, the mayor of Mississauga, one of the municipalities bordering

29. At the provincial level, this has begun to change since 2005. See discussion below.
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Toronto, complained loudly about the prospect of Toronto getting more
revenue raising tools. In order to forestall a broader municipal backlash, the
provincial government incorporated some of the COTA provisions into
Ontario’s general municipal legislation in the summer of 2006. And as we
saw above, in the context of the 2007 provincial election the Ontario
government took pains to ensure that it did not appear to be privileging
Toronto in its promises. In short, the provincial government’s actions on
governance reform in Toronto are constrained by the need to maintain
political support outside the City. Toronto will thus, indeed, have to
continue ‘looking over its shoulder’ when pursuing its New Deal demands.
The other set of limitations to Toronto’s non-regionalist campaign is
given by the interdependent character of the Toronto region. First, as we
already noted, any move by Toronto significantly to increase municipal
revenues through local taxes and charges runs the risk of deepening the
competitive disadvantage that the City faces in regional context, so Toronto
may thus be unable fully to use its new COTA revenue raising powers
without making them self-defeating contributors to suburbanization. Fiscal
issues aside, the Toronto region is functionally interdependent in ways that
may limit the City of Toronto’s ability to make effective policies without
coordinating with neighbouring municipalities. For example, while the
2006 tri-level Memorandum of Understanding on immigrant settlement
brings Toronto into a multilevel policy process on these issues, the 905
region receives almost as many new immigrants as the City of Toronto, and
immigrants—like other GTA inhabitants—constantly move between the
905 and Toronto, suggesting that effective municipal immigrant settlement
policies will require regional coordination. As we saw earlier on, however,
neither Toronto nor 905-area municipalities are very interested in regional
governing coordination. Instead, both tend to view the dynamics of the
Toronto region as a zero-sum competition between core and suburbs.
While the Ontario government appears to have no interest in
embracing full-scale regional government for the GTA, it has since 2005
rolled out two new regional policy initiatives that treat the GTA as a
functionally interdependent whole. In 2005 it developed comprehensive
growth planning legislation for the “Greater Golden Horseshoe”—a huge
conurbation that includes the GTA and surrounding cities. The growth
planning legislation, which is to be implemented by municipalities over the
next 25 years, aims to curb suburban ‘sprawl’ by increasing the density of
new development. In 2006, the provincial government created a new
regional transport body, the Greater Toronto Transportation Authority
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(GTTA). While the GTTA’s initial mandate was limited to developing a
unified fare system for the GTA’s various transit bodies, in June 2007 the
government announced that the body will also administer the promised
$17.5 billion in new public transit investments in the GTA. Since both the
growth planning legislation and the GTTA are in the early stages, their
longer-term significance is unclear. Yet only the further development of
regional policy initiatives and governance mechanisms will allow Toronto
to overcome the political and functional limits of its current approach to
governance reform. It is ironic that in the longer run, imposed provincial
action on the regional scale may yet be a safeguard of the gains of
Toronto’s New Deal campaign.
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The UN-HABITAT Lecture Award
The UN-HABITAT Lecture Award is an annual award organized by the Global Research Network on Human Settlements (HS-Net) to recognize outstanding and sustained contribution to research and thinking in the human settlements field. Upon
selection, the Award winner will be invited to deliver a thought-provoking lecture
during a session of the World Urban Forum or another major international event.
The Award winner will also be presented with a commemorative plaque engraved
with his/her name and a prize of $10,000.
The Award seeks to stimulate global dialogue on human settlements issues and
capture and disseminate new thinking and trends in addressing the multi-faceted
challenges of sustainable human settlements. Furthermore, the Award is designed
to enhance the visibility of the Habitat Agenda and of human settlements issues in
general. It also keeps UN-HABITAT up to date with current research and thinking
on human settlements thereby enriching the content of the Global Report on Human
Settlements.
The Lecture Award is open to any individual with an outstanding and sustained
track record of research in the human settlements field, both urban and rural. The
ideal candidate will:
(a) Have made a significant and original contribution to human settlements
research, thinking and practice;
(b) Have a sustained record of research and publications in reputable
refereed journals, or in the form of books and book chapters;
(c) Have a substantive reputation, evidenced by widespread peer recognition, either globally or regionally;
(d) Be engaged in innovative research on current human settlements issues;
and
(e) Be a citizen or permanent resident of a country in the region designated
for the Lecture Award for the relevant calendar year.
Institutions or individuals can nominate candidates for the award. Individuals may
also nominate themselves. The HS-Net Advisory Board, composed of experienced
researchers in the human settlements field, serves as the selection committee for the
award.
The theme for the lecture may be related to the focus of an upcoming Global Report
on Human Settlements, or it may be a topical issue, as determined by the Award
winner in consultation with the HS-Net Secretariat. The lecture is widely disseminated through various media, and a written copy is posted at the HS-Net website.
For further information, and to nominate candidates,
visit the HS-Net website at http://www.unhabitat.org/hs-net

UN-HABITAT Lecture Award winners
Year

Award winner

Title of lecture

2006

John Friedmann

The wealth of cities: Towards an assets-based
development of urbanizing regions

2007

Martha Schteingart

Urban problems and policies in Latin America:
Truths and fallacies

Visit the HS-Net website at
http://www.unhabitat.org/hs-net
to access a copy of the lecture.

Human Settlements Global Dialogue Series:
Guidelines for contributors
The HS-Net Secretariat welcomes submission of manuscripts for consideration at
any time. By submission of a manuscript, an author certifies that the work is original and is not being considered simultaneously by another publisher. It is expected
that papers will reflect the wide spectrum of disciplines found within the human
settlements field. The submission of papers from practitioners and scholars in the
field who represent the policy community as well as the academic community is
encouraged. Articles should be methodologically rigorous with either quantitative
or qualitative sophistication as necessary. All contributions are refereed. Only those
receiving favourable recommendation will be accepted for publication.
Manuscripts should be typed on one side of the paper, double spaced, with ample
margins, and bear the title of the paper and name(s) of the author(s) on a separate
sheet of paper. All pages should be numbered. Papers should normally be 15,000 to
20,000 words in length, and should be written in the English language. Only manuscripts submitted electronically (using MS Word) through the HS-Net website (at
http://www.unhabitat.org/hs-net) will be accepted.
Manuscripts should contain a list of all acronyms and special terms used. Section
headings should be numbered (e.g., I.A.1.a.i.). Do not abbreviate names of countries, geographical regions or areas. Reduce other abbreviations to a minimum. Use
“per cent” instead of “%”, unless it is in a quote.
Tables, graphs, maps, diagrams, and other illustrations essential to the subject
of the paper should be submitted (in black and white only — no colour illustration will be accepted) in a condition suitable for publication. Each of these should
be numbered consecutively and referenced in the text. Footnotes should be used
only for substantive observations and should be numbered consecutively. Endnotes
should not be used.
References to books, articles and statistical sources should be identified at the appropriate point in the text by surname of author, year of publication and (where appropriate) page reference, as follows: “UN-HABITAT (2003:23)” or “ (UN-HABITAT, 2003:23-25)”. In cases where there are more than one reference to an author
in the same year, distinguish them by use of letters (a,b,c) attached to the year of
publication: (e.g., “2003a”). Quotations in the text should have double quotation
marks. If a quote is more than three lines, it should be indented.
All references used in the text should be listed in full at the end of the paper as
indicated below. All items should be alphabetically listed by author’s surname and
initial, (providing the full list of multiple authors), date of publication, full title of
book, publisher and place of publication. For journal articles provide author’s surname and initial, date, full title of article and of journal, volume, number and page
reference. Titles of journals should not be abbreviated. URLs should be included
when available.
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Proofs will be sent to authors before the paper is published. They should be
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will receive ten copies of the published paper free of charge.
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